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INTRODUCTION
HD Cart is a reverb plugin modelled after one of the most sought after and expensive reverb
units of all time. It was next to impossible to walk into almost any professional recording
studio in the mid to late 1980s - and for many years after - and not have one be in the room
somewhere. So many of the most cherished and well-known recordings of all time owe a
large part of their ambience and overall sound to this iconic state of the art (at the time)
processor.
One of the two algorithm expansion cartridges for this unit contained the only algorithm to
ever fully take advantage of its considerable dual-board processing capabilities. This
amazing program was capable of being used in quadraphonic or high-density stereo reverb
modes, but is usually omitted from software recreations of the original device – a great
shame considering the rarity of surround-capable classic digital reverbs.
The HD stereo mode mixes the quad outputs down to a two-channel stereo reverb, resulting
in a denser reverb. Although this is not a particularly dense by modern standards it produced
richer digital reverb than was generally available at the time. From a contemporary
perspective the presentation is of a classic high-end vintage digital reverb of the 1980s and
early 1990s era.
The original surround modes took a stereo input and produced four-channel quadraphonic
output. Surround in 5.0 format was also supported via a recommended physical mixer routing
patch – this was to fold down the rear channels and use this for a hard mono centre. Any
source centre channel was mixed to the left/right inputs.
Whilst a functional approach, acoustically it is a compromise as the presence of a mono folddown of the rears in the hard centre channel tends to reduce the perceived spatialisation of
the rear channels noticeably. As hard centre channels are now so common today, HD Cart
takes the concept further by providing the option to compute additional reverb taps to feed
the dedicated hard centre channel improving spatialisation considerably.
HD Cart further extends the algorithm’s surround capabilities to support up to 7.1.6 surround
providing the opportunity to experience a classic digital reverb in modern Atmos workflows.
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INSTALLATION
Reverb Foundry requires an Intel, AMD or Apple Silicon processor and ~90 MB per plug-in
format to be installed. No sample content is required by this algorithmic recreation.
The plug-is is authorised via iLok (an iLok 2, iLok 3, iLok Cloud or computer based iLok
location is required for activation). Before installing the plug-ins, please install the iLok
License Manager (http://www.ilok.com) and redeem your activation code to your iLok
account. Then move this license to an iLok or computer based location (or right-click and
activate it from the available licenses tab later).
A single license can remain activated in two different locations concurrently. This could
mean two different iLoks, an iLok and computer based location, or on two different
computers. These must all be associated with the same iLok account and you can move
licenses between devices as required using iLok License Manager.
To install the plug-ins just run the installer packages and follow the guided instructions to
install the plug-in formats you need. All stereo and surround modes are supported by all plugin formats (host support for these modes may vary).

PLUG-IN OVERVIEW
The plugin is split into the following areas:
•

Presets management:
o Factory presets (recreations of the hardware presets, plus many originals)
o Storage or retrieval of custom presets

•

The fundamental controls of reverb time and dry/wet mix

•

Nine control groups accessed via tabs:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Mix: control over the filtering and gain of the reverb and reflections
Shape: basic control of room characteristics
Space: a selection of advanced algorithm controls
Bass: fine control of the low frequency room behaviour
Reflections: timing and frequency characteristics of the early reflections
Chorus: glide-modulation for the classic rich chorus effect
Dynamics: a flexible ducker or compressor for the reflections, reverb or mix
Gate: A traditional gate for the reverb
EQ: A simple 3-band EQ (low cut, high cut, and mid-band with shelf/peak types)

Metering of the input, output and early/late reverb component levels. In surround
modes metering can be set to inputs and outputs, or reverb and reflections by clicking
the meter labels or adjusting the view in the settings menu.

You may click the question mark button within the plug-in to enable interactive assistance
mode which displays tool-tips when the mouse is briefly hovered over the plug-in’s controls,
and modify additional settings such as display scaling in the cog icon’s settings menu.
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PRESET MANAGEMENT
You may select factory presets by clicking on the preset name in the main plug-in window to
show a list, or by moving between presets using the chevron icons (< >).
Further options are provided to enable the user to save and recall customised presets, these
can be freely shared with other users.
Parameter Locking
Beneath each control a padlock icon is present so that you can lock the control, this means
when presets are changed within the plug-in the locked values will be retained. Locks are
ignored when changing parameters via the DAW or DAW preset management facilities to
ensure proper automation and recall.

FUNDAMENTAL CONTROLS

Reverb Time
The decay time of the reverb is determined by the room damping amount (i.e. how much the
walls reflect or absorb energy) and its size (controlling the time taken for a soundwave to
reach the next wall after a reflection).
The reverb decay time shown on the master panel to the left indicates the time taken for the
initial reverb to decay to a point 60 dB lower than its initial loudness. Manipulating the master
dial controls the damping of the room which is the most natural way to control a reverb time.
The range of this value is determined by the size control (available on the character tab), so
when changing the room size naturally the decay time of the room is affected by these new
dimensions.
Sometimes in order to change the perceived size of the room it can be better to modify the
spread control with affects the perception of reflections within a space.
Please note that locking the reverb time will also invisibly lock the size parameter, this is due
to the fact that adjusting the size has a notable secondary effect on the reverb times (i.e. a
larger size results in a longer reverb time for a given reverb time dial position, so to retain the
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reverb time it is necessary to hold the values of both parameters internally during preset
changes).
Dry/Wet Mix
Controls the basic contribution of dry and wet signal to the output.

MIX CONTROLS

The master controls affect filtering and gain of the reverb and early reflections. Whilst in a
real room a reverb’s initial wall reflections and late reverberant field are contiguous, artificial
algorithms typically allow them to be controlled individually as this is musically very useful.
Reverb Level and Roll-off
The late reverberant field level and filtering are modified using these two controls. The filter
uses a shallow 6 dB/octave low-pass model by default (as per the original hardware), or can
be set to a 12, 18 or 24 dB/octave slope for darker spaces. Many contemporary reverbs use
steeper roll-offs, especially for the reverb decay.
Gain
The output level of the entire plug-in.
Reflections Level and Roll-off
Similar to the late reverb controls. Although the original device did not allow control over the
filtering of the entire early reflections section, an additional 6 dB/octave low-pass filter is
provided here so that the tone of the initial reflections can be managed more effectively.
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SHAPE CONTROLS
This section provides basic control over the reverberant room characteristics.

Pre-delay
Allows time between the onset of the late reverberant field and the early/dry signals. Proving
some space between the diffuse reverberant field, early reflections and dry components can
improve the intelligibility of vocals and other performances.
The pre-delay can optionally be synchronised to the DAW tempo.
Diffusion
Low values of diffusion simulate a very reflective environment (for instance a tiled or low
complexity rooms). High values represent environments that scatter the sound around more
(for instance furnished or complex spaces). With low diffusion values one may hear more
individual reflections within the reverb tail. The diffusion control affects the early and late
reverb equally.
Spread
The effect of the spread parameter is to change the perceived size of the room by modifying
its initial reflective characteristics. Larger spread values cause noticeable pre-delays in some
components of the reverb which tends to make the room sound larger. Hence it is often a
more effective way of changing the perceived size of the room than using the size control
itself.
Size
The volume of the room is controlled by the size. This affects the total reverb time, the tone
of the room (small sizes tend to have a resonant quality to them) and the perceived
dimensions. Due to the extreme nature of this control it is often more acoustically satisfying
to modify some combination of spread and reverb time.
Spin Rate (Modulation)
In order to reduce the effect of resonances within the algorithm the spin control modulates
the reverb in a manner similar to a chorus, but without any of the audible phase effect
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commonly associated with chorusing. This control relates to the wander control on the
advanced tab which affects the amount of movement; spin controls the speed of the
movement.

SPACE CONTROLS
This section provides high frequency, recirculation, balance and wander control which define
broader characteristics than the shape tab.

Treble Decay and Frequency
The time for high frequencies to decay can depend on room characteristics such as the
reflectivity of the surfaces. A tiled room and some plates will exacerbate the decay of high
frequencies, but in typical rooms the highs will tend to decay away more quickly than the
majority of the reflections at low and mid-range frequencies.
Recirculation
An enhancement of the original algorithm provides a new reverb topology never heard before,
even for users of the original expansion cartridge. Originally comprising two distinct reverbs
combined at a late stage, it can be modified by interconnecting them at key points within the
algorithm resulting in a more spacious higher quality reverb.
The enhanced mode is the default mode of operation, but for more authentic reverbs the
default operating mode can be locked using the parameter locks.
Front/Rear
The HD Cart algorithm is inherently a surround algorithm, but it was designed so that it could
also facilitate very high-density reverbs by combining the front and surround output
components. This parameter controls the balance of the master (front) and surround (rear)
algorithm output levels.
•
•

Mono/stereo modes: determines the contribution of front to rear reverb level, with the
mid-point presenting the maximum high-density reverb mode.
Surround modes: determines the relative level of the front/rear output levels.
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Wander (Modulation)
Modifying the amount of modulation within the algorithm allows the user to change the
liveliness of the room. Small quantities are recommended. This parameter works in concert
with the spin control.

BASS CONTROLS
This section provides fine control over low frequency reverb behaviour.

Bass Decay and Frequency
Some rooms naturally have a much longer low frequency decay time than others. The bass
control time allows this to be specified as a factor of the reverb time. For example, a reverb
time of 1 second with a bass decay of 1.5x will decay for around 1.5 seconds below the
frequency selected.
Low Boost, Frequency and Pre-delay
A delayed, low-pass filtered and boosted reverb component can be supplemented to the late
reverberant field. Like spread, this can be useful in creating a sense of space for longer delay
times. Without delay this can be used to add extra weight and body to the tone of the reverb.
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REFLECTIONS CONTROLS
Affects characteristics of the early reflections (timing and filtering). Two sets of modulated
reflections are provided, one for the front outputs and one for the rears.

Front Delay
The front reflections can only be defined in terms of their initial reflection time (although they
are also affected by the spin rate and the master’s filter roll-off).
Rear Level, Delay and Frequency
The rear reflections can be positioned relative to the fronts in time and level, and can also be
subjected to a shallow 6 dB/octave low-pass filter.
If the Front/Rear control is set to the front you will not hear the rear reflections; they can be
heard if it is set to the middle (high density mode) or to the rear.
Spin Rate (Modulation)
To reduce the effects of colouration from static delays, a rate of modulation is provided to
control the speed of movement of the early reflections.
Rear Reflections Mono / Stereo Mode
The rear reflections can be run in mono or stereo. Front reflections always run in stereo.
The original hardware presented its rear reflections in mono when running in stereo, and
surround when running in quad surround mode.
In the plug-in you can choose whether to run them in stereo or mono whatever the channel
mode. The ring(s) icon next to the Rear label is used to set mono mode (a single circle) or
stereo mode (conjoined rings).
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CHORUS CONTROLS
The reverb and reflection delay lines can be modulated in two ways, rate/wander as
discussed regarding previous tabs – this corresponds to the original modulation types within
the reverb algorithm.
An enhancement is presented which allows for chorus modulation to be engaged at select
points in the algorithm. This allows the reverb to develop rich pitch-varying chorusing as
associated with numerous historical reverb devices.

Reverb / Reflections Rate
Controls the rate at which the delay line reads are modulated.
Reverb / Reflections Depth
Defines how much the delay line read taps are modulated, affecting the strength of the
chorusing.
Enable
The reflection and reverb chorusing can be engaged and disengaged independently.
Note that parameter locking is provided for all parameters on this tab with a single lock icon.
This approach is also taken with all post-effects (ducker/compressor, gate and EQ) so that it
is very quick and simple to lock all parameters relevant to a block of controls, as opposed to
the individual locks that are applied in other regions so that preset changes can be locked and
unlocked in fine detail relating to the reverb and reflection core parameters.
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DYNAMICS CONTROLS
A single compression module is available which can be configured in one of seven modes:
•

•

Ducker
o Reverb
o Reflections
o Mix (reverb with reflections)
Compressor
o Reflections
o Reverb
o Mix (reverb with reflections)
o Input

The currently active mode can be chosen from the settings menu’s additional preset
configuration options.
The key difference between the two modes is the ducker’s level detector is fed by the input
signal and the compressor’s level detector is placed after the applicable compression target.
Ducker
Ducking a reverb is often used to avoid a reverb swamping the dry signal, allowing the verb
to be tucked away until there is space in the mix for it to fill the space between phrases. Often
this will improve intelligibility.
By ducking only the reverb (not the reflections) one retains the spatialisation effect of the
early room without compromising intelligibility with excessive reverb tail fighting with the dry.
HD Cart allows you to duck the reverb, reflections, or the combination of the two.
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Threshold
The output signal is reduced when the source signal rises above the threshold value.
Ratio
The ratio determines the strength of the compression effect. A knee of 6 dB is used internally
which controls how gradually that ratio is applied.
Attack
Attack controls how quickly the compression begins to act on the signal when it is above the
threshold.
Release
The release controls how quickly the compressor returns to a disengaged state when the
signal falls back below the threshold.
Trim
A simple trim control is provided to allow level adjustments because a compressor can
significantly affect gain.
Mode
Click the settings button, select Additional Preset Config, and then Dynamics Mode, to select
the ducking mode (reverb, reflections, or wet mix).
Compressor
By selecting one of the four compression modes (reflections, reverb, wet and input) from the
settings menu the dynamics module will enter compression mode as indicated by the tab
selector changing to “Compr.” from “Ducker”. The same controls apply to this operational
mode.
Compressing the reverb or reflections can enhance the weight of the reverb. Input
compression is useful to mimic the limiting effect experienced when driving the inputs of a
hardware reverb harder than the converters can accommodate.
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GATE CONTROLS
A reverb gate is used to rapidly reduce the level of the reverberated signal when it falls below
a threshold. This is a staple of 80s production technique on drums / snare, but also has many
uses in contemporary production styles.

Threshold
The reverb signal reduction begins when the signal falls below the threshold.
Hold
The level reduction happens after the pause time determined by hold once the signal has
fallen below the threshold. Hold time can be used to avoid a gate rapidly opening and closing
as signals bounce around the threshold.
Note that a hysteresis value is applied of 6 dB internally (this means the signal must exceed
the threshold by 6 dB before the gate will re-open).
Close
Attack controls how quickly the gate begins to act on the signal when it is above the
threshold.
Open
The release controls how quickly the gate re-opens when the signal rises back above the
threshold (plus 6 dB hysteresis).
Range
Range controls how much reduction is applied. It may be desirable to simply reduce the
reverb level rather than shut it off completely as happens when the range is set to minimum
(i.e. ‘full’ reduction), if so select an amount of gain reduction to be applied.
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EQ CONTROLS
A very simple post-EQ is provided for minor additional tone shaping tasks. This acts on the
mixed reflection + reverb signal, the dry is not affected.

Low Cut
Low frequencies can be cut from the mix at a slope of 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB / octave.
High Cut
High frequencies can be cut from the mix at a slope of 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB / octave.
Mid Band: Gain, Frequency, Bandwidth (Q), Type
The mid-band is a traditional parametric design with variable bandwidth. Select from low
shelf, high sheld, and peak filter types with control over gain and frequency.
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SETTINGS MENU
In the settings menu some additional options are provided.
Interface Scale
The user interface can be scaled in size from 70% to 200% in fixed intervals. In some hosts
when selecting a scaling that is too wide for the screen the right-hand side of the plugin can
become cropped making it difficult to reset the scaling. In this situation close and then reopen the plug-in GUI window while holding the ALT key on your keyboard, this should reset
the scaling to 100%.
Dynamics Mode
Select from one of multiple dynamics processing modes.
•

•

Ducker
o Reverb
o Reflections
o Mix (reverb with reflections)
Compressor
o Reflections
o Reverb
o Mix (reverb with reflections)
o Input

Stereo Processing (visible with stereo channel modes only)
Standard Density: the original algorithm (quad fold-down to stereo).
Enhanced Density: the enhancements to support 7.1.6 are internally folded down to stereo
for an even higher density stereo reverb.
These options are only available in stereo modes.
Centre Channel Mode (visible with surround channel modes only)
As discussed in the introduction, the original advice for 5.0 use was to create a hard-centre
fold-down by summing the rear outputs. This creates suboptimal rear imaging as the mono
sum in the centre tends to cause a perception of collapse of the rear stereo image.
Classic: the original mode with rear sum to centre.
Enhanced: additional output taps are defined based on the original algorithm design to create
a new fully-fledged centre channel. This greatly enhances spatialisation in the fronts and
prevents the rears sounding as though they have reduced width.
Reverb To Centre Bypass: Bypass the outputs feeding the centre channel – due to the centre
often being used for dialog it is often beneficial to mute any reverb going into the centre.
Centre Channel Mode (visible with surround channel modes only)
Set the surround metering view to inputs and outputs or reverb and reflections.
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SUPPORTED CHANNEL MODES
HD Cart can operate in the following channel topologies where they are supported by the host
and audio configuration.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mono to stereo / surround
LCR
Stereo
4.0 / Quad
5.0 and 5.1
7.0 and 7.1
7.0.2, 7.1.2
7.1.4, 7.1.6 *

In all x.1.z versions the LFE channel is treated as pass-through. Various asymmetric channel
configurations are provided; options include mono to stereo, mono to 7.1.2, stereo to 5.1, 5.1
to 7.1, and so on.
The original HD Cart surround algorithm’s design has been extended to higher channel count
surround modes (7.0 and up) for version 1.2. Additional taps are taken from the reverb loop
and an extra set of reflections are provided for each of the extra channels.
For historical accuracy an option is provided to sum the rear channels for use with a hard
centre channel as per the original design recommendations, but by default the algorithm
provides dedicated centre output taps for optimal spatialisation as described in the
introduction.
Further, it is recommended to ensure all presets are run with stereo rear reflections in
surround mode. This leads to optimal spatialisation. For improved fold-down performance it
is advisable to run the rear reflection delay times on a setting of at least 30 ms.
Side channels are a concept absent from the original quad design, but naturally must be
incorporated in a 7.0 and above channel configuration. To accommodate the manipulation
of side channels in a manner congruent with the original design they exhibit the following
characteristics:
•
•
•

Sides gently fade in and out depending on the position of the reverb’s front/rear
balance. A mid-position of the front/rear balance control will also produce side
channel output, but when faded to the front the sides (and rear) are faded away.
Side reflection delay is 50% of the rear reflection delay to place the reflections at an
acoustic mid-point relative to the rears. This allows reflecitons to gentle flow to the
rear.
Side reflection cutoff is 2 kHz above rear reflection cut-off.
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Height channels are available in 7.1.2, .4 and .6 modes - dedicated output taps are computed
with the following characteristics:
•
•
•

7.1.2: the elevated stereo pair mirrors the characteristics of the front left/right
channels
7.1.4: the next stereo pair follows the rear
7.1.6: a full complement of additional elevated channels mirroring the front, side and
rear

* At the time of writing Pro Tools supports a maximum channel width of 7.1.2. In order to
support 7.1.4 and 7.1.6 workflows an additional three stereo auxiliary outputs are provided
by the plugin.
When running a 7.x.2 bed the side and rear aux channels will provide audio. The .2 of the
7.x.2 exhibit the front characteristics. In a 7.x bed all auxiliary channels can be enabled – this
provides front, rear and side characteristics in the 3 auxilary stereo output channels.
Click the HD Cart logo and enable the auxiliary outputs to use this feature. The auxiliary
outputs are disabled by default to save CPU usage if not required. This is a global setting
affecting all instances, and requires a restart of all HD Cart plugins to take effect.
In Pro Tools the 7.x auxiliary outputs are always present but can only be used when the plugin is operating in 7.0 and up mode. Auxiliary outputs are not provided in other plug-in formats.
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